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Garrett Morgan Timeline:



Garrett Augustus Morgan Fun Facts!!! 

● His father was a freed slave.
● He was the seventh of eleven children.
● He only had a elementary school education.
● He moved to Cincinnati as a teenager and 

was a handyman.
● His first invention was an improvement on 

the sewing machine.
● He lost most of his sight in 1943.
● (Garrett’s middle name is same as my 

brother’s first name.) 



Gas Mask

● The gas mask helped soldiers, rescue workers, and firemen.
● No one would buy the gas mask because they knew it was 

invented by a black man. So Garrett hired a white actor to 
pose as the inventor and he pretended he was only his 
assistant.  That way people would buy his invention.

● Workers were underground to dig a tunnel for a new water 
system and ran into natural gas and there was an explosion. 
Garrett and his brother heard about it and put on his mask 
invention. Together they saved two lives and uncovered four 
bodies.  He did not get much credit for saving the two people 
because he was black.
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Traffic Light

● He invented the traffic light because 
he saw a bad accident and wanted to 
help prevent more accidents.

● The traffic light was used in the 
United States, Britain, and Canada.

● He eventually sold the patent to 
General Electrics for $40,000. 
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Morgan’s Inventions 
He invented the traffic light and gas mask.



Legacy :

● He was a member of the National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People.

● He donated to black colleges.
● He started an African American newspaper called 

the “Call and Post”.
● He improved and saved lots of lives all around the 

world!



THANK YOU GARRETT 
AUGUSTUS MORGAN!!!!!!!



Garrett Augustus Morgan



My Modern Traffic Light:



My Modern Gas Mask:


